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Automatically detecting online misinformation at scale is a challenging and interdisciplinary problem. Decid-
ing what is to be considered truthful information is sometimes controversial and also difficult for educated
experts. As the scale of the problem increases, human-in-the-loop approaches to truthfulness that combine
both the scalability of machine learning (ML) and the accuracy of human contributions have been considered.

In this work, we look at the potential to automatically combine machine-based systems with human-based
systems. The former exploit superviseds ML approaches; the latter involve either crowd workers (i.e., human
non-experts) or human experts. Since both ML and crowdsourcing approaches can produce a score indicating
the level of confidence on their truthfulness judgments (either algorithmic or self-reported, respectively),
we address the question of whether it is feasible to make use of such confidence scores to effectively and
efficiently combine three approaches: (i) machine-based methods, (ii) crowd workers, and (iii) human experts.
The three approaches differ significantly, as they range from available, cheap, fast, scalable, but less accurate
to scarce, expensive, slow, not scalable, but highly accurate.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The challenge of identifying online misinformation has been rapidly growing given the increase
in popularity of online news consumption as well as the ability to profile and micro-target social
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media users [31, 38]. Fighting the spread of online misinformation is a multidisciplinary issue
that requires both technical advances to process large amounts of false digital information and
understanding of the societal context in which such spreads happen. In order to best deal with
the need to both scale to a large number of fact-checks and have expert journalists manually
checking and evaluating the veracity of posted information, human-in-the-loop systems have been
considered [1, 8, 25].

Human-in-the-loop information systems aim at leveraging the ability of machines to scale and
deal with very large amounts of data while relying on human intelligence to perform very complex
tasks—for example, natural language understanding—or to incorporate fairness and/or explainabil-
ity properties into the hybrid system [7]. Examples of successful human-in-the-loop methods in-
clude ZenCrowd [6], CrowdQ [9], CrowdDB [13], and Crowdmap [32]. Active learning methods
[34] are another example in which labels are collected from humans, fed back to a supervised
learning model, and then used to decide which data items humans should label next. Related to
this is interactive machine learning (ML) [2], in which labels are automatically obtained from user
interaction behaviors [19].

While being more powerful than pure machine-based methods, human-in-the-loop systems
need to deal with additional challenges to perform effectively and to produce valid results. One
such challenge is the possible noise in the labels provided by non-expert humans. Depending on
which human participants are providing labels, the level of data quality may vary. For example,
making use of crowdsourcing to collect human labels from people online either using paid micro-
task platforms such as Amazon MTurk [14] or by means of alternative incentives such as, for
example, “games with a purpose” [39] generally is different from relying on a few experts.

There is often a trade-off between the cost and the quality of the collected labels. On the one
hand, it may be possible to collect a few high-quality curated labels that have been generated by
domain experts. On the other hand, it may be possible to collect very large amounts of human-
generated labels that might not be 100% accurate. Since the number of available experts is usually
limited, to obtain both high volume and quality labels, the development of effective quality control
mechanisms for crowdsourcing is needed. Crowdsourcing as a method to collect labels to train
veracity classification systems has recently been investigated [28–30, 36].

Rather than seeing these data collection approaches as mutually exclusive, in this article we
focus on the possibility of combining machine-based truthfulness classifiers, non-expert annota-
tors, and experts. In particular, we focus on the notion of confidence—that is, the estimate of the
reliability of the prediction—given by either a machine or a human annotator.

In this article, we focus on the following research questions in depth:

• RQ1: Can algorithmic and self-reported human confidence scores be used to reliably estimate
the quality of truthfulness decisions?
• RQ2: Do humans and machines make similar or different mistakes in classifying truthful-

ness?
• RQ3: Can scarce expert annotator resources be integrated in such human-in-the-loop

systems to intervene in cases in which both crowd workers and machine-based truthfulness
classifiers fail to correctly label an item?

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to understand the relationship between
the effectiveness and confidence of the set, including machine-based methods, crowd workers, and
experts in a truthfulness classification task.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3
details the methodology used in our study. We report our results in Section 4. We analyze the
results in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the article by summarizing our findings and describing
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future work. All of the code and models used in this work are available at: https://github.com/
KevinRoitero/human-and-machine-confidence-in-truthfulness.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we summarize approaches on computing and making use of confidence scores
generated by ML models or human annotators (either self-reported or estimated).

Different types of ML methods are able to produce not only a classification decision but are also
able to attach a score that indicates how confident the algorithm is about the decision made. This
is possible for a diverse set of methods, from decision trees to deep learning.

Poggi et al. [27] consider a complete overview of 76 state-of-the-art confidence measures for ML.
Mandelbaum and Weinshall [24] discuss distance-based confidence scores in the case of neural
network–based classifiers. Guo et al. [16] detail a methodology to correctly interpret and compute
confidence scores from ML models.

Trusting classification decisions solely based on algorithmic confidence may be risky. Once man-
ually labeled data have been collected, trained models may reflect existing bias in the data. An
example of such a problem is that of “unknown unknowns”(UUs) [4], that is, data points for which
a supervised model makes a high-confidence classification decision that turns out to be incorrect.
This means that the model is not aware of making mistakes. UUs are often difficult to identify
because of the high confidence of the model in its classification decision and may create critical
issues in ML.

Quantifying decision confidence can also be done when decisions are made by human annota-
tors. Hertwig [17] discusses the role of confidence in the “wisdom of the crowd” paradigm. Hertwig
points out how human confidence may be influenced by social interaction and the presence of oth-
ers’ annotations. Joglekar et al. [20] describe methods to generate confidence intervals in order to
capture crowd workers’ confidence and bound accuracy scores. Jarrett et al. [18] consider work-
ers’ self-assessment, investigate whether workers’ confidence correlates with quality, and observe
that self-evaluation is not indicative of their actual performance. This is consistent with findings
by Gadiraju et al. [15]. Related to this observation, Li and Varshney [22] show that workers’ an-
notation performance does not increase when considering the confidence scores to weight their
contribution. Song et al. [35] consider worker confidence in the setting of a labeling task per-
formed with active learning techniques. Difallah et al. [12] look at how to schedule labeling tasks
to optimize their execution efficiency.

More than just human self-reported confidence, it is possible to implicitly measure confidence
by, for example, computing inter-assessor agreement metrics. Nowak and Rüger [26] study inter-
annotator agreement and show how annotation quality can be improved when considering agree-
ment scores to aggregate labels. Aroyo and Welty [3] study the relationships between gold ques-
tions and workers’ agreement stating that agreement metrics do not necessarily correlate with
quality but may uncover alternative ways to label data. Checco et al. [5] discuss agreement mea-
sures applied to crowdsourcing and propose an alternative measure that is able to deal with sparse
and incomplete data. Maddalena et al. [23] incorporate assessor agreement into information re-
trieval evaluation metrics. In our work, we make use of inter-annotator agreement metrics as a
measure of human annotator confidence and quality.

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Dataset

In this work, we rely on the datasets collected by two fact-checking websites: PolitiFact and ABC.
PolitiFact [40] is a collection of thousands of statements about US politicians that are manually
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labeled by expert fact-checkers using a six-level truthfulness scale with values (from lower to
higher): pants-on-fire, false, barely-true, half-true, mostly-true, and true, while ABC1 is a collection
of about 500 statements about Australian politics labeled by experts using a 30-level fine-grained
semantic scale and then mapped into a 3-level scale with the labels negative, in-between, and posi-

tive. We make use of these datasets in two different ways. We rely on the whole PolitiFact dataset
to train a machine learning classifier using, for each statement, the claim and its truthfulness level.
We also make use of manual truthfulness labels obtained from a crowdsourcing experiment as
presented by Soprano et al. [36]. The crowdsourcing task is performed as follows. After an initial
background survey phase, crowd workers are presented with 11 political statements, one after the
other; 6 statements are taken from PolitiFact, 3 from ABC, and 2 are used as quality checks. For
each statement, according to the design defined by Roitero et al. [28], workers are asked to provide
a truthfulness label. In addition to the design by Roitero et al. [28], we ask workers to also provide
a confidence score on the expressed truthfulness label on a Likert scale in the [−2, 2] range. The
dataset contains a total of 120 statements from PolitiFact: 10 for each of the two political parties
and for each level of the 6-level truthfulness scale used by the expert assessors to evaluate the
statements, and a total of 60 statements from ABC: 10 for each of the two political parties and for
each level of the 3-level truthfulness scale used by the expert assessors to evaluate the statements.

3.2 Machine Learning for Truthfulness Classification

We develop a binary ML classifier for truthfulness using BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representa-
tions from Transformers) [37], a language representation model based on performing bidirectional
training of a transformer model. The core part of the model is the encoder/decoder architecture
[11], which consists of different steps: the tokenization and numericalization of the input sequence
followed by a set of embedding layers that learn, during the training phase, a multidimensional
embedding for each input token. Then, the learned representation is enriched with the context
information represented with the positional encoding of the tokens built using the Multi Head
(Self) Attention mechanism, which is fundamental to learning a meaningful language model. In
the BERT architecture, multiple encoder-/-decoder blocks are stacked together to form the final
model. This architecture allows BERT to encode the entire input sequence at once and perform
two training tasks simultaneously: Masked Language Model and Next Sentence Prediction.

We relied on the HuggingFace framework2 to fine-tune the bert-base-uncased3 model intro-
duced by Devlin et al. [10]. To fine tune the bert-base-uncased model for a truthfulness clas-
sification task, we rely on the PolitiFact dataset described in Section 3.1, using the text of each
truthfulness statement to predict its truthfulness label on a 2 level scale. We used a stratified sam-
pling strategy to select 1, 000 statements as a validation set. Finally, we used the statements selected
by Soprano et al. [36] as a test set to compare the BERT classifier with the results obtained by the
crowd and used the remaining set of statements as a training set. We fine-tuned each model for 3
epochs to avoid over-fitting and using the recommended parameters as detailed in Devlin et al. [11].

To use both PolitiFact (six-level) and ABC (three-level) ground truth as binary labels for training
and testing, we need to map them as binary scales. Therefore, we binarize the PolitiFact scale by
mapping Pants-on-Fire, False, and Barely-True to False, and Half-True, Mostly-True, and True to True.
We call this Binarization 012-345, in which the numbers from 0 to 5 represent the six labels from
PolitiFact with increasing truthfulness value. The part before the “-” are the values mapped into 0
(False); the others are mapped into 1 (True). Concerning the ABC scale, we keep the positive and

1https://apo.org.au/collection/302996/rmit-abc-fact-check.
2https://huggingface.co/.
3https://github.com/google-research/bert.
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negative class (we map them respectively into True and False) and remove the statements labeled
with the In Between expert label, which is not meaningfully transformable into a two-level scale.

3.3 Crowdsourcing for Truthfulness Classification

With the crowdsourcing task design presented in Section 3.1, we collect non-expert labels from
Amazon MTurk for 180 statements across different ground-truth truthfulness levels and different
sources. To compare against BERT, we use crowd labels aggregated by the average of the scores
given by the 10 different workers who judged the same statements and we binarize human aggre-
gated labels (originally collected on a 5-point [−2, 2] Likert scale) by considering negative values
as the False Statements class and positive values as the True Statements class. Since no con-
sidered statement has a mean truthfulness value of 0, we do not drop any statement (a statement
with aggregated truthfulness mean equal to 0 would not indicate a binary classification decision).
We remove the 20 ABC labels with an in-between value because, as before, they do not represent a
binary classification decision. Here, we aggregate using the average as an aggregation function re-
lying on previous works [28–30, 36] that showed how other aggregation functions do not improve
accuracy.

Thus, we generated a dataset that contains, for a total of 160 statements, truthfulness labels
produced by ML models, non-expert crowd workers, and experts (i.e., ground truth labels) together
with the respective confidence scores (experts are assumed to have max confidence).

3.4 BERT and Crowd Confidence

To compute crowd and machine learning confidence, we proceed as follows. For crowdsourced
labels, we consider both the self-reported confidence scores for each statement and the standard
deviation among the 10 crowd labels collected for each statement. We refer to these two scores,
respectively, as self-reported confidence and estimated confidence scores. In this work, we focus
on the comparison between human and machine learning confidence scores since an in-depth
study on how crowd workers’ scores correlate with each other has already been carried out in the
literature [21, 28–30, 36].

Regarding the machine learning approaches, as shown by Guo et al. [16], it is well known that
neural networks tend to be over-confident and that the soft-max scores computed in the last layer
of the neural network should not be interpreted as a reliable confidence score. Moreover, recent
work also has shown that the outcome of a neural network is dependent on the seed used for train-
ing [33]. Therefore, the soft-max scores cannot be treated as confidence scores, and bootstrapping
of soft-max scores is not the best possible option to compute machine learning confidence scores.
Thus, we inspect the calibration of the BERT model employed according to the procedure detailed
in Guo et al. [16]. That is, we first compute the Expected Calibration Error (ECE) (i.e., the differ-
ence in expectation between model confidence and accuracy) and the Maximum Calibration Error

(MCE) (i.e., the estimate of the deviation between confidence and accuracy). We summarize these
results in Figure 1. As we can see by inspecting the left plot, the BERT model is originally not
well calibrated, with higher ECE (i.e., higher red bins) and MCE. We recall that a model ideally per-
fectly calibrated should plot an identity function (x = y dashed line) between confidence (x-axis)
and accuracy (y-axis). Therefore, the blue bins are expected to grow following the dotted line. We
computed the temperature scaling to calibrate the network such that it outputs reliable confidence
scores following the methodology detailed in Guo et al. [16]. As shown in the right plot of Figure 1,
after temperature scaling, the confidence scores represented by the blue bars are better distributed
following the dotted line since both ECE and MCE are lower and, in general, the relation between
confidence and accuracy approximates better the identity function. Thus, the calibrated soft-max
scores can be used as reliable confidence scores.

ACM Journal of Data and Information Quality, Vol. 15, No. 1, Article 5. Publication date: December 2022.
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Fig. 1. Reliability diagram of the BERT model for the 012-345 binarization: the x-axis shows model confidence;

the y-axis shows accuracy. Left: before temperature scaling. Right: after temperature scaling. The dashed line

is x = y.

4 RESULTS

4.1 BERT and Crowd Accuracy

First, we report on the truthfulness classification accuracy of both BERT and crowd-based methods
to label the truthfulness of statements in the dataset. As compared with expert ground-truth
labels, the BERT model and crowd workers (truthfulness labels for a statement aggregated by
means of sum as raw labels are in [−2, 2]) perform at a similar level of accuracy (BERT: 59.37%,
crowd: 60.62%).

Next, we explore the opportunity of combining these approaches for truthfulness classifica-
tion by leveraging confidence-based combinations as well as involving scarce expert annotator
resources when most beneficial.

4.2 BERT and Crowd Confidence

To understand whether the algorithmic and self-reported human confidence scores can be used to
reliably estimate the quality of truthfulness decisions, we investigate and compare their behavior
when evaluating the same statements. Figure 2 shows both the BERT confidence and the self-
reported crowd confidence for each statement with a breakdown on the correctly and not correctly
classified statements. On the left plot, we show a pairwise breakdown between the correctness of
the classification given by the crowd and ML. On the right plot, we consider the correctness only
for BERT (first row) and for the crowd (second row). As we can see from Figure 2, ML confidence
scores are almost always lower on average for statements in which BERT decisions are wrong
and higher when BERT correctly classifies them (i.e., easy statements), even if such differences
are small and not statistically significant. Moreover, both plots in the first row show a higher
confidence than BERT when correctly labeling a statement. On the contrary, we see that crowd
confidence is almost equally distributed across the truthfulness classifications. Also, as expected,
we can see in both plots of the second row a higher confidence over incorrectly labeled statements
by the crowd. Thus, answering RQ1, we can see that confidence scores from BERT and those self-
reported by the crowd behave differently. The BERT confidence seems to be a better indicator of
the correctness of the classification in respect to the crowd self-reported confidence scores. This
may be a very weak signal indicating accurate classification decisions, thus, leading to risks of
undetectable classification errors (i.e., unknown unknowns).

We have also found evidence that aggregated confidence scores are a very weak signal indicating
accurate classification decisions that should not be used as it may lead to undetectable classification
errors when analyzing the confidence score for BERT confidence and for both self-reported crowd
confidence and estimated crowd confidence with a breakdown on statement truthfulness rather

ACM Journal of Data and Information Quality, Vol. 15, No. 1, Article 5. Publication date: December 2022.
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Fig. 2. ML and mean aggregated crowd confidence scores over correct and incorrect truthfulness classifica-

tions for the 012-345 binarization.

than the correctness of its classification. We found that both BERT and self-reported and estimated
crowd confidence behave similarly when compared with the statements’ ground truth. Thus, we
do not report the plots since we found no interesting signals.

We now turn to studying the relationship between BERT and both of the considered aggregated
crowd confidence scores to see whether they are correlated and whether one confidence score can
act as a proxy for the other. The first two plots of Figure 3 show on the x-axis the aggregated crowd
confidence scores and the BERT confidence on the y-axis. Each dot is a statement; the different col-
ors in the plot highlight a breakdown on either correctly and incorrectly classified statements by
both the BERT and the crowd. As we can see by considering both plots as a whole, both estimated
and self-reported crowd confidence show a similar behavior when compared with the BERT con-
fidence. Moreover, as we can see from inspecting the plots individually, the confidence scores for
the statements correctly classified by both human and machine methods are spread across the plot.
We also investigate the correlation between the confidences for each breakdown using Pearson ρ
and Kendall τ . We found that a significant correlation holds only for the self-reported and BERT
confidences when considering the correctly classified by both BERT and by the crowd breakdown,
with a negative correlation value of −0.33 and significance of p = 0.006 for Pearson, and of −0.199
and 0.021, respectively, for Kendall. Since for the majority of the breakdown there is no evidence
of statistically relevant correlation, we conclude that we found no clear signal on the correlation
between the considered confidences. This is a further confirmation that trusting both BERT and
crowd confidence scores can lead to classification errors.

ACM Journal of Data and Information Quality, Vol. 15, No. 1, Article 5. Publication date: December 2022.
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Fig. 3. BERT versus both self-reported (left plot) and estimated (center plot) crowd confidence, and estimated

versus self-reported crowd confidence (right plot) for the 012-345 binarization. Breakdown on classification

errors.

Summarizing the results observed so far, we can conclude that both BERT and crowd confidence
scores should be inspected carefully and not blindly trusted, as they can lead to classification er-
rors. Furthermore, we observed a peculiar but interesting behavior for crowd confidence scores:
both mean self-reported (i.e., the scores submitted by the workers) and estimated (i.e., the ones
automatically derived by considering the standard deviation of the truthfulness labels as submit-
ted by the workers) confidence scores show very similar behavior when compared with BERT
confidence scores. Thus, this set of preliminary results hints that estimated confidence scores can
act as a proxy for self-reported scores if the aim is to compare them with BERT scores. Therefore,
researchers and practitioners can avoid asking for self-reported confidence scores if their focus
is on accuracy and comparison with BERT confidence scores, reducing the effort required by the
crowd workers when performing the task.

To verify whether this conjecture holds in general, we turn to the last plot of Figure 3 to
compare the mean self-reported (y-axis) and estimated (x-axis) crowd confidence scores. As
we can see from the plot, while mean self-reported and estimated crowd confidence scores
show a very similar behavior when compared with BERT confidence (see the first two plots
of Figure 3), we can see that the two measures are not correlated and each statement shows a
different self-reported and estimated score. Thus, if the focus of research and practitioners is
purely on crowd confidence scores, estimated and self-reported ones are substantially different.
In the following, we will focus on the relationship between effectiveness and confidence of the
models to investigate which crowd confidence scores provide a more informative signal regarding
effectiveness.

Answering RQ2, we can see from the plots in Figure 3 and focusing on the yellow and blue
statements that there are many statements for which one of the two methods (i.e., BERT or crowd)
results in correct classification decisions, but the other method does not.

While these negative results hint that it appears challenging to make use of confidence scores
to increase the effectiveness of such methods and identify the cases in which one of the two
methods (i.e., BERT or crowd) results in correct classification decisions but the other method
does not, this set of results suggests the opportunity to investigate those signals in order to
build an effective human-in-the-loop system that combines non-expert human and machine truth-
fulness classification to obtain better quality decisions. We will discuss this approach in the
following.

ACM Journal of Data and Information Quality, Vol. 15, No. 1, Article 5. Publication date: December 2022.
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Fig. 4. BERT (left) and crowd (self-reported, center; estimated, right) accuracy after replacing their labels

with expert labels for statements (i) selected by an oracle (maximizing accuracy on each replacement),

(ii) with lowest and highest confidence, or (iii) uniformly at random. Binarization 012-345.

4.3 Can Confidence Be Leveraged?

Having studied the signal provided by both the BERT and crowd confidence scores, we now inves-
tigate whether such signals can be leveraged to improve classification accuracy and label quality
when assessing the truthfulness of statements.

To this aim and to answer RQ3 about the potential involvement of experts, we perform the ex-
periment as detailed in the following. Starting from the original dataset, for both BERT and crowd,
we replace the labels (i.e., the classification decisions for statements) that have the lower/higher
confidence scores with their corresponding ground truth label (i.e., the label as provided by the ex-
perts, which we assume to be always correct). Then, we re-compute the effectiveness of either the
BERT or crowd approach, measured by accuracy. To ensure a fair comparison, we also report the
effectiveness of two baselines to compare against: the replacement with the ground truth label for
a random statement in the dataset (repeated 50 times to remove random fluctuations of the series)
and the replacement of the statements according to an oracle. With the oracle strategy, we replace
each time n wrongly classified statements with the same number of correctly classified statements
(i.e., we correct their classification with the correct value). With this method, we employ a strategy
that maximizes accuracy. While the former baseline represents the average random case, the latter
represents the optimal replacement selection strategy.

Figure 4 shows in the x-axis the number of statements that have been replaced in the original
dataset and in the y-axis either the BERT or crowd accuracy scores. The four series represent the
oracle, the random choice, and both of our strategies based on replacing the statements according
to their confidence scores, replacing the ones with the lowest/highest confidence first, respectively.
As we can see in the leftmost plot in Figure 4, the BERT accuracy is always on average more
effective than the random selection strategy when the replacements are done by removing the
statements with lower confidence. Moreover, we can see that the lowest confidence replacement
strategy generally leads to a higher accuracy with regard to the highest confidence one. Also, all
of the aforementioned series are substantially less effective than the oracle. This result suggests
that there is room for improvement, which can be seen as an opportunity to study and develop
novel methods to leverage confidence scores with the aim of identifying misclassified statements
and improving the overall model effectiveness. We leave for future work the analysis of more
sophisticated approaches based on confidence or other signals. As we consider the other two plots
of Figure 4 (center, right), we can see a different type of behavior in respect to the BERT confidence.
In fact, when considering both self-reported and estimated crowd confidence, the replacement
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strategy (lower/higher) is more similar to the random strategy (green line) in respect to the BERT
confidence case. These results are consistent with our previous observation on the lack of signal
in BERT confidence scores and that of previous work [22] indicating that self-reported reliability
is not accurate in crowdsourcing scenarios.

5 THE EFFECT OF SCALES BINARIZATION

The results presented in the previous sections have been obtained by analyzing a binarization of
the considered scales. Let us briefly recap the set of scale transformations employed: to produce
the binary BERT classifier, we binarize the PolitiFact training labels from a six-level scale to a
binary {True, False} scale. Furthermore, to compare the confidence against such binary classifier,
we binarize human labels from a 5-point [−2, 2] Likert scale to a {True, False} scale by considering
{−2,−1} as the False Statements class and {1, 2} as the True Statements class.

This process might introduce some artifacts in the results presented earlier in the article. In
particular, given that we are comparing human and machine confidence, the most impactful bi-
narization deals with the one employed to the training data used to produce the binary BERT
classifier. To investigate this effect, in this section we train many BERT models to consider all
possible binarizations of PolitiFact labels and report the effect on the results. As previously done,
we use the temperature scaling technique to derive the BERT confidence scores from the soft-max
layer of the BERT algorithm.

We consider the following binarizations in more detail:

• Binarization 0–12345: Pants-on-Fire is mapped to False; the other classes are mapped to True.
• Binarization 01–2345: Pants-on-Fire and False are mapped to False; Barely-True, Half-True,

Mostly-True, and True are mapped to True.
• Binarization 012–345: Pants-on-Fire, False, and Barely-True are mapped to False; Half-True,

Mostly-True, and True are mapped to True. This binarization is the one used in the first part
of the article.
• Binarization 0123–45: Pants-on-Fire, False, Barely-True, and Half-True are mapped to False;

Mostly-True and True are mapped to True.
• Binarization 01234–5: All classes are mapped to False, except for True.

The following subsections discuss the effect of binarization on the different aspects related to
confidence investigated in this work.

5.1 Effect on Confidence Scores

In Figure 5 we show, similar to Figure 2, the BERT (first row) and the crowd self-reported (second
row) confidence scores for the aggregated labels with a breakdown on the statements correctly
and not correctly classified by either the BERT model or the crowd workers for each binarization.
As in Figure 2, we show in the left plot a breakdown on the correctness pairs between crowd and
BERT. On the right plot, we show the breakdown when considering only BERT and the crowd
in the first and second row, respectively. As we can see, considering the results for the BERT
confidence (first row), we have evidence of much higher confidence for each breakdown for the
most extreme binarizations. Generally, we have a high confidence variability across binarizations
when considering BERT. Therefore, we can conclude that the binarization has a major effect on the
confidence scores. Instead, the results for the crowd show a lower per-binarization variability, with
similar mean and median values for each boxplot and binarization (as for Figure 2, we do not report
the plots for the estimated crowd confidence, since it is very similar to the self-reported confidence
plot). Therefore, we can conclude that the binarization has an higher impact on the BERT in respect
to the crowd confidence, particularly when considering the most extreme binarizations.
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Fig. 5. BERT (first row) and crowd self-reported (second row) confidence scores over correct and incorrect

truthfulness classifications for each binarization.

Furthermore, by inspecting the plot as a whole, we see that when considering the most bal-
anced binarizations (01–2345 in orange, 012–345 in green and 0123–45 in red) the BERT confidence
scores are almost always lower on average for statements in which BERT classification is wrong
and higher when BERT classification is correct, even if such differences are again small and not
statistically significant. This is a confirmation of what previously noted, that is, confidence scores
appear to be a weak signal indicating accurate classification decisions. Thus, they should not be
trusted as there is the risk that they might lead to undetectable classification errors (i.e., unknown

unknowns).

5.2 Effect on Correlations Between Confidence Scores

Figure 6 shows, similar to the first two plots of Figure 3, the effect of binarization on estimated
(first row) and self-reported (second row) crowd confidence with a breakdown on classification
errors.

As we can see by inspecting the plots in Figure 6, as a whole, the effect of binarization is to limit
the variance of the confidence generated by the BERT model (y-axis), whereas the self-reported
(and estimated, not shown) crowd confidence remains unchanged. As it was for the original bi-
narization, we see that the relative amount of statements correctly and incorrectly classified by
both human and machine methods changes particularly for the two most extreme binarizations.
Moreover, the two central binarizations (01–2345 and 0123–45) show the statements spread across
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Fig. 6. BERT versus estimated (first row) and self-reported (second row) crowd confidence with a breakdown

on classification errors. Each column is a binarization. Compare with Figure 3 (left and center).

the plot without a clear trend or pattern, similar to what we have observed in Figure 3 for the
original binarization. Again, this is yet another confirmation that trusting both BERT and crowd
confidence scores can lead to classification errors and that this result is not dependent on the bi-
narization applied to the data. The trend is similar when inspecting the statements for which both
methods have either a high (top-right) or low (bottom-left) confidence score.

As for the original binarization, we have inspected the confidences for each breakdown using
Pearson ρ and Kendall τ . We found some statistically significant results:

• Binarization 0–12345 (first column): For BERT confidence versus self-reported confidence
(second row) ρ = 0.328,p = 0.002 for the breakdown with statements correctly classified by
both the crowd and BERT (orange), and for estimated confidence (first row) τ = 0.464,p =
0.021 when statements are correctly classified only by the crowd (blue).
• Binarization 01–2345 (second column): For BERT confidence versus estimated confidence

(first row) for statements correctly classified only by the crowd (blue), we found statistical
significance for both ρ = 0.484,p = 0.012 and τ = 0.358,p = 0.011.
• Binarization 012–345 (third column): For BERT confidence versus self-reported confidence

(second row) and for statements correctly classified by both the crowd and BERT (red), we
found statistical significance for both ρ = −0.353,p = 0.018 and τ = −0.253,p = 0.017.
• Binarization 0123–45 (fourth column): For BERT confidence versus self-reported confidence

(second row) and for statements correctly classified only by the crowd, we found a correla-
tion τ = −0.225,p = 0.044.

While these results are indeed significant since, as before for the majority of the breakdowns
for each binarization there is no statistically sound evidence of correlation, we can conclude that
the crowd and BERT confidences have no correlation and that this behavior is not affected by the
considered binarization.

5.3 Effect on Accuracy

We now study the effect of the binarization on the accuracy of both BERT and the crowd. As sum-
marized in Table 1, the different binarizations have a high impact on the accuracy for both BERT
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Table 1. Accuracy for Both BERT and the Crowd for the Considered Binarizations

Binarization

0–12345 01–2345 012–345 0123–45 01234–5

Accuracy for Crowd (%) 60.6 66.8 60.6 55.6 45.6

Accuracy for BERT (%) 62.5 63.7 59.4 60.0 73.7

and the crowd. Particularly, we can see the lowest accuracy for BERT in the original binarization
(012–345) and the highest for the binarization 01234–5 (i.e., when the majority of the labels are set
to false), whereas the crowd obtains the worst accuracy among all. These results hint at a different
behavior for BERT and the crowd across the considered binarizations when evaluating truthfulness
statements. We aim to investigate this in future work.

As we already did in Section 4.3 for the original binarization, we now investigate the effect
on the correlation between the effectiveness of the methods used to predict the truthfulness of
statements and their accuracy for all of the newly considered binarizations.

In Figure 7 we show, similar to Figure 4, the number of replaced statements in the original dataset
in the x-axis and, in the y-axis, the accuracy scores for BERT (first column), self-reported crowd
confidence (second column) and estimated crowd confidence (third column). The four series rep-
resent the oracle, the random choice, and our strategies (replace the statements with lower/higher
confidence first). Each row is a binarization. As we can see by focusing on the plot as a whole,
while the behavior of the random and oracle series is almost unchanged as expected, by focusing
on the series representing our strategies, we can see some small differences. More specifically, for
these series, we see that our strategies perform more like the random strategy, particularly for the
BERT confidence (first column) when considering the two most extreme binarizations (0–12345
in the first row and 01234–5 in the last row), whereas the results for the other two binarizations
(01–2345 and 0123–45) are more similar to the patterns observed in Figure 4. In considering both
crowd confidences (second and third column) we can generally see a lower distance to the average
line for both of our strategies, with the exception of the binarization 01–2345 for the estimated
crowd confidence, where the difference from the random line is more evident for both strategies.

Consistent with what has already been observed in Figure 4, we can see that for BERT accuracy
the strategy to replace the statements with lower confidence first performs in general worse than
the random case. As before, the highest confidence replacement strategy generally performs worse
than the random case. This holds across all binarizations with the exception of the central part of
the plot for the binarization 0–12345. In considering both crowd confidences, we can see that the
lowest confidence replacement strategy performs slightly better than the random case, as noted
for the original binarization 012–345. However, there are some exceptions, for example, binariza-
tion 0–12345 and 01–2345 for self reported crowd confidence and 01234–5 for estimated crowd
confidence. Finally, the highest confidence replacement strategy is always on average less effec-
tive than the random selection strategy, again, with some exceptions (estimated crowd confidence
for binarization 0–12345, and both plots for binarization 0123–45).

These results point to a negative correlation between the replacements done considering the
self-reported crowd confidence and the random series. It appears that replacing statements based
on the self-reported confidence scores is harmful and, thus, should be avoided.

We investigated the replaced statement for such binarization, but we could not identify any
peculiar feature or pattern that could justify such behavior. We tried the following features: number
of words, statement length, percentage of Republican/Democratic statements, date, average time
spent to assess the statement, statement source, and statement truthfulness. We leave for future
work an in-depth analysis of the features of high-confidence statements.
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Fig. 7. BERT (left) and crowd (self-reported, center; estimated, right) accuracy after replacing their labels with

expert labels for statements selected by an oracle (maximizing accuracy on each replacement, orange line)

with lowest (blue) and highest (brown) confidence, or uniformly at random (green). Each row is a binarization.

Compare with Figure 4.

These results together with the previous findings suggest that BERT confidence cannot act as a
proxy for effectiveness and that it cannot be leveraged to increase BERT accuracy (at least not in a
naïve way). More precisely, these results show that this effect is not dependent on the binarization
process employed to the data used to train the BERT model.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we studied how BERT and non-expert crowd workers classify the truthfulness of
statements. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to study a human-in-the-loop
pipeline for truthfulness classification that involves machines, non-experts (crowd workers), and
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experts (fact-checkers). We focused on both accuracy and confidence of the different approaches.
We looked at both the accuracy and confidence signals alone; we also studied their combination
and their correlation. Finally, we looked at identifying potential ways to leverage such signals and
to combine them in order to improve the effectiveness of the classification decision process.

Our results show that, while BERT and crowd confidence scores (both self-reported and esti-
mated) are not related to effectiveness, they can be leveraged to increase the effectiveness of the
misinformation detection system. In this respect – and consistent with other crowdsourcing stud-
ies in the literature [22] – estimated crowd confidence is a better indicator of effectiveness than
crowd workers’ self-reported confidence. We have also observed that ML and non-expert crowd
workers make different mistakes and that their predictions do not agree in general. This result
opens up the opportunity of identifying more effective ways to combine these two approaches to
increase the effectiveness of misinformation detection systems. Finally, we have shown that crowd
workers — in particular, their confidence scores — can be leveraged to increase the effectiveness
of systems when expert fact-checkers are brought into the loop in cases in which automatic ML
or non-expert crowd workers are not confident on the submitted labels.

While our results are promising, there is still much room for improvement in making the most
out of limited expert annotator resources. We believe this work is a first step toward the identifica-
tion of signals for building an effective human-in-the-loop pipeline for misinformation assessment.
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